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The dynamics in the isotropic phase of the liquid crystal 1-isothiocyanato-~4-propylcyclohexyl!
benzene ~3-CHBT! are investigated from very short time ~;1 ps! to very long time ~.100 ns! as
function of temperature. The data decay exponentially only on the longest time scale ~.10 ns!. The
temperature dependence of the long time scale exponential decays is described well by the Landau–
de Gennes theory of the randomization of pseudo-nematic domains that exist in the isotropic phase
of liquid crystals near the isotropic to nematic phase transition. Over the full range of times, the data
are fit with a model function that contains a short time power law. The power law exponent is
temperature independent over a wide range of temperatures. Integration of the function gives the
empirical polarizability–polarizability ~orientational! correlation function. A preliminary theoretical
treatment of collective motions yields a correlation function that indicates that the data can decay as
a power law at short times. The power law component of the decay reflects intradomain dynamics.I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamics in liquid crystals in the isotropic phase have
been studied widely in the last thirty years. Most of this work
has focused on the slow time scale dynamics using measure-
ments in the time and frequency domains.1–8 de Gennes,
using Landau theory of phase transitions, explained the tem-
perature dependence of the slowest time scale exponential
orientational relaxation in relation to the nematic–isotropic
~NI! transition.9 As the NI transition is approached from
above, orientational relaxation slows dramatically.10 Al-
though the isotropic phase is macroscopically homogeneous,
on a distance scale short compared to a correlation length, j,
nematiclike order exists. Locally, molecules form ‘‘pseudo-
nematic domains.’’ Such domains persist in the isotropic
phase up to ;50 K over the NI transition temperature. The
Landau–de Gennes ~LdG! theory describes the orientational
randomization of the domains. As the temperature is low-
ered, j increases, and the orientational correlation function
decays increasingly slowly, diverging at the NI transition.
The LdG theory of long time scale orientational relaxation is
well established experimentally using such techniques as
depolarized light scattering,3 dynamic light scattering,4
magnetic,5 and electric birefringence,6 dielectric
relaxation,7,8 and the optical Kerr effect.1,2,11
In contrast to the slow time scale dynamics, the nature of
orientational relaxation on a time scale fast compared to the
LdG relaxation time is not understood. On the fast time
scale, the nematogens are locally ordered and are undergoing
orientational relaxation in a nematically ordered environ-
a!Electronic mail: fayer@fayerlab.stanford.edument. Only a few experiments have focused on the faster
time scale dynamics of liquid crystals.11–15 Compared to the
experiments presented below, the earlier experiments had
limited time range and signal-to-noise ratios ~S/N!. Nonethe-
less, the previous transient grating optical Kerr effect experi-
ments, which measure the time derivative of the
polarizability–polarizability correlation function, ~except on
,1 ps time scales, equivalent to the orientational correlation
function! revealed power law decays at short times and the
LdG exponential decay at long times. The data were fit with
a model function consisting of a power law ~short time in-
tradomain dynamics! plus an exponential ~domain random-
ization!. Theoretical treatments based on single particle dy-
namics produced power law functions,16,17 but, as discussed
below, do not describe the data appropriately.
The data presented below on the liquid crystal
1-isothiocyanato-~4-propylcyclohexyl!benzene ~3-CHBT!,
taken with optical heterodyne detected optical Kerr effect
experiments, provide a detailed view of the dynamics on all
time scales. It is found that a more complicated model func-
tion than the one employed previously is required to fit the
experimental data. As reported earlier,12,13,16 the short time
behavior of the data is described by a power law, but the
fitting function used here makes it possible to obtain a more
accurate description of the power law and the data overall.
Over a wide range of temperatures, the power law is essen-
tially temperature independent. Integration of the model
function provides an empirical orientational correlation func-
tion over the full range of times. This model correlation
function does not contain a power law, but its derivative
does. A preliminary theoretical analysis that calculates the
orientational correlation function on fast time scales is based
on a description of the collective orientational relaxation.
The theoretical correlation function is not a power law, but
its derivative displays a power law like decay at short time.
II. EXPERIMENT
Optical heterodyne-detected optical Kerr effect ~OHD-
OKE! spectroscopy18 was used to measure the liquid crystal
orientational relaxation. A pump pulse creates a time-
dependent optical anisotropy that is monitored via a hetero-
dyne detected probe pulse with a variable time delay. The
OHD-OKE experiment measures the system’s impulse
response function, which is the derivative of the
polarizability–polarizability ~orientational! correlation
function.19–22 The methods for the analysis of OHD-OKE
data have been described in detail.23 The Fourier transform
of the OHD-OKE signal is directly related to data obtained
from depolarized light scattering,24 but the time domain
OHD-OKE experiment can provide better S/N over a broader
range of times for experiments conducted on very fast to
moderate time scales.
To observe the full range of liquid dynamics, at each
temperature several sets of experiments were performed with
different pulse lengths and delays. For times t,30 ns, a
mode-locked 5 kHz Ti:Sapphire laser/regenerative amplifier
system was used ~l5800 nm for both pump and probe!. The
pulse length was adjusted from 75 to 1 ps to improve S/N.
The shortest pulses were used for times 100 fs to a few tens
of ps. For longer times, a few ps to 600 ps, the pulses were
lengthened to 1 ps. The longer pulses produce more signal
for the longer time portions of the data. For intermediate
times, the pulse compression was bypassed, and a 100 ps
pulse was used with a long delay line to obtain times from
100 ps to 30 ns. For even longer times, a CW diode laser was
used for probing, and a fast digitizer ~2 ns per point! re-
corded the data. The scans taken over various time ranges
always overlapped substantially permitting the data sets to be
merged by adjusting only their relative amplitudes. Great
care was taken, and innumerable tests were made, to assure
that the data sets could be combined without error or ambi-
guity. Additional experimental details have been published
recently.25
3-CHBT was purchased from Aldrich and used without
further purification except filtration through a 0.2 mm disc
filter to reduce light scattering. The sample was sealed under
vacuum in a 1 cm glass cuvette. The cuvette was held in a
constant flow cryostat where the temperature was controlled
to 60.1 K. Experiments were performed in the isotropic
phase from 315 to 355 K.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 is a data set taken at 317 K (TNI5314.7 K!
shown on a log–log scale. The data span the range of times
from 1 ps to 200 ns, that is, over five decades. As discussed
further below, at short time the decay is a power law. It then
becomes more gradual at intermediate times of several nano-
seconds, almost appearing as if the decay is approaching a
plateau on the log plot. At still longer times, the decay is anexponential. The long time portion of the data is a single
exponential decay ~see below! as expected from the LdG
theory.
The data can be divided into two time regimes, that is,
the LdG relaxation time scale and times fast compared to the
LdG relaxation time, tLdG . The qualitative explanation for
the two time regimes has been discussed previously.12 The
following is a brief explanation. In the isotropic phase, the
macroscopic liquid has an order parameter, S50, that is,
macroscopically there is no orientational order. However, on
a distance scale short compared to j, and on a time scale
short compared to tLdG , there is pseudo-nematic order,
which can be characterized by a local order parameter, SL ,
relative to a local director. When the pump pulse E-field is
applied, the nematogens experience a torque that produces a
slight alignment with the field. When the field is removed,
the macroscopic system is left with SÞ0. Field free evolu-
tion will reestablish S50.
To understand the origin of the dynamical time scales, it
is necessary to consider the problem microscopically. There
are two contributions to the relaxation, intradomain relax-
ation and domain randomization ~LdG relaxation!. The
E-field induces a small net alignment of the individual mol-
ecules. The molecular alignments change the local order pa-
rameter, SL . Unlike S, which is a macroscopic parameter,
SL , is nonzero prior to the application of the optical field. SL
defines the local nematic structure relative to the local direc-
tor assigned with a given pseudo-nematic domain. Initially,
SL5SL
0
. Immediately following the application of the field,
SL.SL
0
. (SL can also be ,SL0 , depending on the direction of
the local director relative to the field direction.! The small
alignment of the molecules with the field changes SL , and it
FIG. 1. Optical heterodyne detected optical Kerr effect data displaying the
time dependence of orientational dynamics of the liquid crystal, 3-CHBT at
317 K on a log plot. The data span the time range 1 ps to 200 ns. At short
time, the data decay as a power law. At long time, the data decay exponen-
tially. Also shown is a fit to the data using Eq. ~1!. The fit is very good over
the broad time range. The residuals of the fit are shown in the inset.
also rotates the direction of the local director. Fast intrado-
main relaxation occurs, restoring the local order parameter to
SL
0
. Relaxation of the perturbed local order back to SL
0 occurs
on the fast time scales but leaves the ensemble of domain
local directors still slightly aligned with the direction defined
by the E-field. This long-lived anisotropy can only decay by
randomization of the domains and is responsible for the long
time decay described by LdG theory.
Also shown in Fig. 1 is a fit to the data using the model
function
f ~ t !5e2t/tFa1e2t/gS b1S t
td
D 2pD G . ~1!
The exponential multiplying the terms in square brackets is
the long time decay, with t5tLdG in the temperature range
near the NI transition where LdG theory is applicable. The
power law term, with t scaled by td , which sets the magni-
tude of the power law portion, describes the short time be-
havior ~longer than ;1 ps!. The additional exponential, with
the decay constant g, is necessary to obtain the flattening of
the curve prior to the LdG decay. All of the terms inside the
square brackets describe the intradomain, non-LdG, decay.
The intradomain decay leaves a residual anisotropy of am-
plitude a, which then decays via the domain randomization
with tLdG . The fit to the 317 K data shown in Fig. 1 uses the
parameters: tLdG536.8 ns, g59.55 ns, p50.73, a51.006,
b50.175, td50.035 ns. Note that the function in Eq. ~1!
does an excellent job of describing the data over a wide
range of times. The inset shows the residuals of the fit to the
data. The function given in Eq. ~1! works at all temperatures,
and, as will be shown subsequently,26 it describes the data
equally well for three different liquid crystals. The previous
function used to describe the data, the simple sum of a power
law and an exponential, does not accurately reproduce the
intermediate time scale data ~just prior to the LdG decay! nor
does it properly describe the very long time behavior. It also
contains a fundamental conceptual flaw. At sufficiently high
temperature, the LdG decay becomes very fast. At even
higher temperature, domains cease to exist, and the decay
should become a single fast exponential. With a functional
form that is the sum of a power law and an exponential ~the
function used in prior work12,13,16!, making the exponential
very fast leaves a long time decay that is a power law. This is
contrary to observation. Even for the decays at moderate
temperature, at sufficiently long time, the simple sum of a
power law and an exponential leaves a long power law tail.
The present data are good enough and go out far enough that
comparison to the simple sum deviates from the data at long
time. The function in Eq. ~1! does not have these problems.
The intradomain terms decay, leaving a residual anisotropy
that decays exponentially. If the LdG decay becomes very
fast, then the entire function decays exponentially.
Figure 2 displays the temperature dependent data on a
log plot. The data sets have been offset vertically for clarity.
The lowest temperature is the top curve, and each curve
moving downward is at successively higher temperature.
Note that the shortest time portions of each curve look iden-
tical. At long time, as the temperature is increased, the kneein the data ~onset of the exponential decay! moves to shorter
time. The shortest time portion of the data is a power law.
Between the short power law and the long time exponential,
in every data set is a region that appears to decay very gradu-
ally on the log plot.
Figure 3 displays the long time exponential decay time,
tLdG , as a function of temperature. The inset displays the
long time portion of the data at 317 K on a semilog plot. A
line is shown passing through the data. As can be seen in the
inset, the long time portion of the data is described very well
as an exponential decay. Using Eq. ~1! to fit the data or fitting
only the long time tail to an exponential gives identical re-
sults for tLdG . The LdG theory predicts10
tLdG}
Veff* h~T !
kB~T2T*!g
, ~2!
where h(T) is the viscosity ~see Table I for viscosity data!, T
is the temperature, T* is the transition temperature, which is
generally a degree or more below TNI ,10 kB is the Boltzmann
constant, Veff* is the effective volume.3,27 The exponent g has
been shown to be 1,11 indicating the validity of mean-field
theory.10 The curve through the data in Fig. 3 is obtained
from Eq. ~2! using Veff* as a scaling parameter. Veff* does not
change the shape of the curve; it only sets the magnitude. T*
was found to be 312.5 K. Clearly, the long time behavior is
described very well by LdG theory, as is expected.
To reveal the power law component of the data more
clearly, using the fit with Eq. ~1!, the contributions from the
two exponentials can be removed. Figure 4 displays the
power law portion of one data set ~the data in Fig. 1!. In the
figure, the power law is shown from 3 ps to 2 ns. The power
FIG. 2. Temperature dependent data sets displayed on a log plot. The data
sets have been offset for clarity of presentation. Starting with the top most
curve, the temperatures for the data sets are 316.0, 317.0, 318.0, 319.1,
321.5, 323.0, 325.1, 327.0, 329.0, 333.1, 337.0, 344.0, and 354.0 K.
law exponent obtained from the fit and displayed in the plot
is 0.73. Figure 5~a! displays the power law exponent as a
function of temperature for the range of temperatures stud-
ied. Within experimental error, the power law is temperature
independent. The value of the exponent is 0.7560.03. In
previous studies of liquid crystals,12,13 the power law was
also found to be temperature independent, but only at tem-
peratures sufficiently close to the NI transition temperature.
In the current study, and in studies of other liquid crystals
that will be reported subsequently,26 the power law is found
FIG. 3. The long time scale exponential decay time as a function of tem-
perature. The temperature dependence of the decay time is predicted by the
Landau–de Gennes theory. The solid curve through the data is the theoreti-
cally predicted LdG curve. The inset shows the long time portion of the 317
K data set on a semilog plot with a line through the data showing the decay
is exponential.
TABLE I. Temperature dependent viscosity.
Temperature ~K! Viscosity ~cP!
318.15 9.67
320.25 9.21
322.65 8.53
325.65 7.79
329.15 7.12
333.65 6.49
338.15 5.75
341.65 5.24
344.65 4.93
348.65 4.53
351.65 4.23
355.15 4.02
358.15 3.82
361.65 3.52
364.65 3.41
367.35 3.11
370.65 3.01to be essentially temperature independent to temperatures
further above the NI transition temperature. The previous
work did not account for the intermediate time portion of the
curve, which may have a weak temperature dependence. The
FIG. 4. The short time portion of the 317 K data with the exponential
contributions removed @see Eq. ~1!# on a log plot. The dashed line through
the data shows that the decay is a power law from 3 ps to 2 ns.
FIG. 5. ~a! The power law exponent, p , obtained from fits of the data to Eq.
~1!, as a function of temperature. Within experimental error, the power law
exponent is temperature independent, p50.7560.03. ~b! The intermediate
exponential decay constant g as a function of temperature. Within experi-
mental error, g is either weakly temperature dependent or temperature inde-
pendent.
decay constant, g, for the intermediate time scale exponential
is shown in Fig. 5~b!. While g is either temperature indepen-
dent or very mildly temperature dependent, tLdG is highly
temperature dependent. For temperatures .325 K, the two
decay constants could no longer be distinguished because
tLdG,g and a.b . In Eq. ~1!, multiplying through by the
outer exponential, exp(2t/t), gives three exponentials, two
of which have a decay constant
K5
1
t
1
1
g
.
At the higher temperatures, K51/t .
One other study of 3-CHBT performed recently mea-
sured dielectric relaxation in the nematic and isotropic
phases.28 Although the time resolution of these experiments
is limited, and the temperature range in the isotropic phase
extended to only 7 K above the nematic–isotropic phase
transition, nevertheless, the data appear consistent with the
results found here. Two relaxation times were measured to be
faster than the Landau–de Gennes decay time. These could
correspond to the intermediate and fast processes observed in
the experiments presented here. Another study on a mixture
of liquid crystals15 also displayed two decay processes in
addition to the Landau–de Gennes decay.
The model function for the decay given in Eq. ~1! de-
scribes the data well. This function is related to the time
derivative of the polarizability–polarizability correlation
function. By integrating Eq. ~1! and normalizing the function
at t50, an empirical correlation function is obtained, that is
C~ t !5
ate2t/t1~b/K !e2Kt1~1/td!2pKp21G~12p ,Kt !
at1~b/K !1~1/td!2pKp21G~12p !
,
~3!
where K is defined above, and G(x) is the gamma function,
and G(x ,y) is one of the definitions of the incomplete
gamma function29
G~x ,y !5E
y
‘
e2ssx21ds .
All of the parameters in the expression for the power law are
obtained from the fits to the experimental data. While the
correlation function given in Eq. ~3! is empirical, a correla-
tion function derived theoretically from first principles will
display the same time dependent behavior. Therefore, Eq. ~3!
is useful for comparison to theoretical calculations of the full
correlation function.
IV. PRELIMINARY THEORY OF SHORT TIME tLdG
DECAY
Previous theoretical examination of the short time be-
havior treated the problem calculating a single particle cor-
relation function.16,17 These calculations did yield power
laws. However, the correlation functions were compared di-
rectly to the data; the required derivative was not taken.
Once the derivative is taken, the calculated decays are much
steeper than the data, that is, the power law exponent in the
derivative function is too large. More important, the single
particle correlation function should only apply at extremelyshort time. The time scales observed in the experiments re-
flect the collective dynamics of the local nematically ordered
structures. Here we present a preliminary theory of the col-
lective correlation function at short times, the derivative of
which decays approximately as a power law on the fast time
scale.
As the function measured in optical Kerr experiments is
the time derivative of the total polarizability–polarizability
time correlation function, the response is determined prima-
rily by the time correlation function of the second rank
spherical harmonics, Y 2m(V i(t)), where V i(t) is the orien-
tation of ith nematogen at time t.30 Therefore, we define a
collective function by31,32
Y 2m~k ,t !5( eikri~ t !Y 2m~V i~ t !!, ~4!
where the sum is over all molecules in the system. We fur-
ther define the orientational time correlation function
C2m(k ,t) by the following relation:31,32
C2m~k ,t !5^Y 2m~2k ,0!Y 2m~k ,t !&, ~5!
where the angular brackets denote an ensemble average. In
Kerr experiments, we measure the collective, that is, the k
50 limit of C2m(k ,t). In the present work, we shall consider
only the C20(k ,t) correlation function. It is convenient to
work in the Laplace frequency plane where C20(k ,z) is de-
fined by
C20~k ,z !5E
0
‘
dte2ztC20~k ,t !. ~6!
One can derive the following expression for C20(k ,z) from a
general molecular hydrodynamic approach:32–34
C20~k ,z !5
C20~k !
z1(20~k ,z !
, ~7!
where the generalized diffusion coefficient, (20(k ,z), is
given by34
(
20
~k ,z !5
6kBT f 220~k !
@z1GR~k ,z !#I
1
kBTk2 f 220~k !
@z1GT~k ,z !#m
, ~8!
where kBT is Boltzmann constant times temperature, I is the
moment of inertia, and m is the mass. GR(k ,z) and GT(k ,z)
are the wave vector and frequency dependent rotational and
translational memory kernels, respectively. f 220(k) is the di-
mensionless orientational caging parameter defined by
f 220~k !512~r/4t!c220~k ![1/S220~k !, ~9!
where c220(k) is the ~220! component of wave vector and
orientational dependent direct correlation function and r is
the number density of nematogens. Note that as the
isotropic–nematic phase transition is approached from the
isotropic side, f 220(k) undergoes a pronounced softening.
The divergence of S220(k50) is preceded by the weakly first
order isotropic to nematic phase transition.35–38 However the
growth of S220(k50) as the NI transition is approached
~from the isotropic side! leads to the softening of f 220(k
50). This softening is the primary reason for the stretching
of the relaxation in the LdG theory, which is recovered from
the present theory at long time when (20(k ,z) is replaced by
(20(k50,z50), and GR by its single particle limit, that is
rotational friction, jR . Under the above limiting conditions,
the orientational correlation function decays as a single ex-
ponential with a rate equal to 6DR /S220(k50).
The situation is different at times short compared to
tLdG , where (20(k ,z) undergoes sharp variation with the
Laplace frequency z, in particular near the NI transition when
it is approached from the isotropic phase. This behavior of
(20(k ,z) can be captured by mode coupling theory39 because
this variation in (20(k ,z) is due to the coupling of the rota-
tional velocity field ~vortices! to the orientational density
fluctuation. To this end, we split the rotational friction GR
into a short time part, G0 , and a singular part, Gsing
GR5G01G
sing
, ~10!
where G0 is determined by local, short-range interactions.40
Gsing is the part which is coupled to show collective orienta-
tional fluctuations, that is, to the fluctuations of the order
parameter. Gsing can be calculated using Kirkwood’s
formula,32,33
Gsing5
1
2IkBT
E
0
‘
dt
1
4pVE drdV^N~r ,V ,0!N~r ,V ,t !&.
~11!
When the torque, N, is obtained from density functional
theory,32,34 we get the following expression for Gsing:
Gsing5
3kBTr
8p3I
E
0
‘
dk k2c220
2 ~k !C20~k ,t !. ~12!
This is a typical MCT expression.40 Note that C20(k ,t)
in turn depends on Gsing. Thus, a self-consistent iterative cal-
culation is called for. Note also that Gsing derives contribu-
tions from all length scales. Near the NI transition, however,
Gsing is expected to be dominated by the long wavelength
~i.e., small k value! modes. We next approximate C20(k ,t) by
C20~k ,t !5S220~k !exp~26DRt/S220~k !!, ~13!
where DR is the rotational diffusion coefficient of the nem-
atogens.
Near the NI transition
c220~k50 !’~4p/r!2, ~14!
and S220(k) grows at small k as36–38
S220~k→0 !’1/B2k2, ~15!
where B is related to the second derivative of the direct cor-
relation function c220(k) at k50, that is
B25
r
4p S d2c220dk2 D k50 .
The mode coupling contribution can now be obtained by
performing the k-integration, which gives the following ex-
pression:
Gsing~ t !’
A0
At
, ~16!with
A05
3kBT
pIrB3
~p/6DR!1/2. ~17!
Laplace transformation of Gsing(t) can be easily performed to
obtain
Gsing~z !5
A
Az
, ~18!
where A5A0p1/2. At small z, Gsing dominates, and we have
(
20
~k50,z !’
kBT f 220~k50 !
IA
z1/2. ~19!
The above expression for (20 leads to the following expres-
sion for C20(z) at small z
C20~z !5
1
z1az1/2
, ~20!
where
a5kBT f 220~k50 !/IA . ~21a!
Substituting the definition of A gives
a5rB3~6DR!1/2f 220~k50 !/3. ~21b!
The above expression for C20(z) can be easily Laplace in-
verted to obtain
C20~ t !5exp~a2t !erfc~at1/2!, ~22!
where erfc is complementary error function.29 Equation ~22!
for C20(t) is the main result of the theoretical analysis. It is
expected to be valid in a time window that is short compared
to tLdG but long compared to the ultrashort time scale of
collisional dynamics. Equation ~22! shows that at relatively
short times, the polarizability–polarizability time correlation
function will have a weak time dependence ~see below!.
The present analysis suggests that the weak time depen-
dence on time scales short compared to tLdG is a direct con-
sequence of pseudo-nematic time domain formation as the
NI transition is approached from the isotropic phase. The
pseudo-nematic domains give rise to slow, local orientational
density fluctuations, which in turn affect the orientational
friction because the torque–torque correlation function is
coupled to these fluctuations. The influence of the domains
on the local orientational density fluctuations is reflected in a
strong frequency dependence of the rotational friction in the
low-frequency range. The strong frequency dependence of
friction acts in the opposite manner to the usual decay from
the short-range interactions—nearly canceling it. At long
times, (t>tLdG) this frequency dependence dies down, and
the LdG theory should be recovered. One, therefore, expects
a nonexponential crossover region where mild decay at short
times will go over to the long time scale exponential decay.
This crossover region is akin to the von Schweidler
region41,42 of the dynamics observed in supercooled
liquids.25,43 It arises from essentially the same reason, that is,
the stretching of relaxation at intermediate times.
The correlation function given in Eq. ~22! has a very
different form from the experimentally derived empirical
correlation function given in Eq. ~3!. The function given in
Eq. ~3! spans the full time range from ps to t.tLdG . Its
derivative, Eq. ~1!, describes the data well ~see Fig. 1!. Fig-
ure 6 shows the derivative of the theoretical correlation func-
tion @Eq. ~22!# with a53. The experimental data begins with
a power law with exponent of ;20.73 ~see Fig. 4!. Figure 6
also displays a power law t20.73. The derivative of the cor-
relation function is almost a power law at short time, from 3
to ;30 ps. After that, it begins to tail off. The value of the
parameter, a, was selected to produce a curve which is simi-
lar to the power law portion of the data at short time. Figure
6 is not intended to be a fit to the data. It is only used to
demonstrate that the correlation function given in Eq. ~22!
can have the appropriate short time behavior.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have presented experiments and theory
that investigate the orientational dynamics of liquid crystals
in the isotropic phase near the nematic–isotropic phase tran-
sition temperature. The liquid crystal 3-CHBT was studied
using optical heterodyne detected optical Kerr effect experi-
ments, which provided very high quality data over a very
broad range of times, that is, from 1 ps to 200 ns. The ex-
periment measures the time dependence of the derivative of
the polarizability–polarizability ~orientational! correlation
function. At short times, the data decay as a power law, t2p,
with a temperature independent exponent of p50.7560.03.
At long time, the data decay exponentially as described by
Landau–de Gennes theory. The short time scale dynamics
reflect the collective orientational relaxation of the nemato-
gens in an environment that is locally nematic. The long time
dynamics reflect the randomization of the pseudo-nematic
domains. While the long time dynamics are highly tempera-
ture dependent, with the decay time growing rapidly as the
temperature is lowered and the isotropic–nematic phase tran-
sition is approached from the isotropic side, the power law is
temperature independent within experimental error. The lack
FIG. 6. The time derivative of the theoretical correlation function, C20(t)
@Eq. ~22!#. Also shown is a t20.73 power law. At short time, the derivative of
the correlation function decays essentially as a power law. By the proper
choice of the parameter, a, the decay can be made to match the short time
portion of the experimental data.of temperature dependence suggests that the local pseudo-
nematic structure is virtually temperature independent. The
size of the domains grow as the temperature is decreased
toward the phase transition, reflected by an increasing corre-
lation length, but the data demonstrates that the dynamics at
relatively short time are temperature independent or at most,
very weakly temperature dependent.
The data were fit to a model fitting function that was
able to reproduce the data extremely well ~see Fig. 1! over
the full range of times and temperatures. Integration of the
fitting function yields an empirical function for the
polarizability–polarizability correlation function. A true first
principles theoretical correlation function will have the same
shape as the empirical correlation function. A preliminary
first principles theory of the correlation function was pre-
sented. This theory describes the collective orientational dy-
namics of the nematogens on a relatively short time scale
only ~i.e., t,tLdG). Previous theoretical treatments examined
the single particle correlation function, which may only be
appropriate on extremely short time scales. The collective
correlation function @Eq. ~22!# has a very weak time depen-
dence at short times. The derivation of the correlation func-
tion decays essentially as a power law at short time ~Fig. 6!,
and by the proper choice of the parameter a @Eq. ~21!#, it can
be brought into accord with the short time portion of the
data. Further detailed theoretical studies will more fully in-
vestigate the correlation function on all time scales and its
temperature dependence. Additional experiments will be pre-
sented that show that the dynamical behavior observed for
3-CHBT is very similar to that of other liquid crystals.26
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